
    BELLY DANCE CLASSES 

          OMCORE Yoga & Body
        1624 Frederica Road, SSI, GA 31522

Class Schedule:
Wednesdays ~ 7:00 pm – 8:00 pm. 

Class Description:
Belly Dance is a great way to work out and have fun – I call it 
fitness for creative women. The class is not too long – just one 
hour. The first half of the class is dedicated to learning the 
main techniques and moves of belly dance. We start with arms, 
chest and torso, then proceed to hips and abdominal muscles 
and finish up with actual belly dance shakes (shimmies, hip 
shimmies and Egyptian shakes). You will learn about Isis and 
Snake arms, chest shimmy, figure eights, traveling steps, 
arabesca, mysterious veil dance and enchanting and energetic 
Arabic melodies performed by folklore and modern artists. The 
second half of the class is dedicated to choreography and 
learning a great energetic dance to show off to your friends! 
We finish up with stretching and letting go of negative energy 
to the magnificent songs from Sahara Lounge Collection. 

Class fees:
NOW ON REGULAR CLASS SCHEDULE!!
Drop-in fee:     $15
10-class pass:  $100
20-class pass:  $180
*Class passes can be used for belly dance, yoga and/or barre 
classes

For more information, please call 912-638-5449



Defining Belly Dance
Belly dance is perhaps the oldest form of dance. Its origins can be 
traced back to ancient Oriental, Indian and Middle Eastern cultures. 
Although many people today think of it as a seductive dance intended 
to entertain men, in fact, men have only been permitted to observe 
this unique art form in its more recent history. Traditionally, belly 
dance was performed by women for women as part of ancient fertility 
rituals. Women danced together to honor Mother Earth in spiritual 
ceremonies and were taught to dance as a way to celebrate and their 
goddess nature, for healthy energy, and in preparation for childbirth. 
The undulating moves of the belly dance and its focus on the hips, 
abdominals, and chest suggest a connection to female fertility, in both 
conception and labor.

Why Belly Dance?
Belly dance is a total workout for the body, mind and spirit. Not only 
does it provide a thorough, low-impact, and fat-burning exercise that 
tones and sculpts your muscles, it actually promotes a positive mental 
attitude about your body. So, if after a belly dance class you suddenly 
find yourself bursting with newfound confidence, don`t be surprised. 
Belly dance is an excellent cardiovascular exercise that also improves 
flexibility and muscle tone. Most women have concerns about their 
abdominals, buns, and thighs, and these muscles can be effectively 
sculpted with regular belly dance. Unlike any other exercise, belly 
dance isolates specific muscle groups. As you move one set, you hold 
other muscle groups completely still. This dynamic lengthens your 
muscles, eventually toning and strengthening them.  Because much of 
the movement is generated from the torso, rather than the arms and 
legs, belly dance is also very effective at building “core” strength. It 
works the muscles in the upper body, abdominals and pelvic area, 
which can help promote good posture. Apart from stimulating 
circulation and improving coordination, an hour-long belly dance 
session provides a feeling of freedom and release that will be a totally 
new and revitalizing experience for many.  Women today lead busy 
and hectic lives...a belly dance session provides an opportunity to 
claim time for yourself and escape from the mundane. You`ll find that 
performing these intensely feminine movements helps you leave 
behind the stresses and strains of modern day life and reawaken the 
woman within.



What to Wear
I would highly recommend wearing a long skirt and a short top 
(revealing the belly). Barefoot. For regular classes it would be nice to 
buy a belly dancing belt.

My Belly Dance Class
My class consists of 3 parts:

- exercise routine (learning new moves and improving old ones 
approximately 20-25 minutes). I start from the neck, hands and 
arms, proceed to the chest and conclude with the hips, belly 
(actual belly dance – shimmy and other types of shakes) and 
some core dance moves. 

- Dancing routine (we are learning a particular belly dancing 
routine) – approximately 30 minutes. 

- Stretch and cool down. (5 minutes)

If the class is more or less advanced, I usually make the dancing 
routine part longer (30-35 minutes). However, I always leave at least 
20 minutes for the workout (exercise routine). 

I call my belly dance style “Arabic dance” as opposed to tribal belly 
dancing.  I am working more on the feminine aspect of belly dance. 

The main moves that I use in my belly dancing routines are:

-figure eights;
- shimmy, Egyptian and parallel shakes;
- classic arms, genie arms, isis arms (or waves), mermaid arms, snake 
arms;
- chest slide, chest lift and drop;
- hip sway, hip lift and drop, hip and chest circles, hip camel;
- shoulder shimmy, body wave, etc.

It is also possible to work on belly dance routines with a veil and a 
sword (intermediate and advanced levels only).

It is very important not to eat at least 2 hours before the beginning of 
the class (preferably 3). 


